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South Africa is particularly influenced by
discussions around responsible investment,
not least of all by having some of the world’s
largest polluters as key components of the
overall, local environment, but also because of
the many environmental, social and governance
(ESG) related challenges that the country faces.
It is in tackling these that responsible stewardship
can prove vital, in helping investors to engage
with investee entities about the assets in their
custody and, in the case of equity assets,
communicating by voting proxies on behalf
of shareholders.
With this in mind, RisCura presents Moving the
Needle – Stewardship in South Africa, a report with
a special focus on the areas of proxy voting and
engagement. The release of this report comes
ahead of the launch of the updated Code for
Responsible Investing (CRISA) in South Africa and
follows RisCura’s 2011 report titled Spoilt Votes,
which coincided with the initial launch of CRISA.
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Foreword
The COP26 conference, held in Glasgow in
November 2021, has provided some insight into
what it takes to be a responsible investor in the
current age.

In our latest report, we surveyed 52 South African
private sector asset managers and held oneon-one interviews with the country’s 17 largest
equity managers. The 52 local equity managers
represent about R3.9 trillion (USD 260bn) in
assets under management (AUM) or about 70%
of South Africa’s savings and investment pool of
about R5.5 trillion (USD 360bn).

The interviewed managers were also asked to
score themselves on each.
We asked:
1. How are you moving the needle through
stewardship activities towards a better
South Africa and world?
2. How are you contributing towards
dealing with the bad actors, individual
or corporate alike?
3. How do you rate the “plumbing”1 of your proxy
voting systems and processes internally?
The report is about how managers are moving
the needle through their stewardship activities
in South Africa. At the same time we recognise
that close to 70% of the revenue of South African
equities listed on the JSE are earned outside
of South Africa, implying that the majority of
the stewardship role measured by asset size,
extends to the management of assets outside
of the country.
The summary results of the online survey and
the in-person interviews are presented in this
report. The report concludes with RisCura’s
suggestions to help move the needle even further
towards a better future for all.
We are pleased to share these findings with you
and welcome any feedback you might have.
Regards

The online survey incorporated 30 questions
(see Annexure A), while the interviews focused
on three specific questions.

Malcolm Fair
Managing Director, RisCura
mfair@riscura.com

1
An informal name for the processes by which the proxy votes are cast by shareholders and are then collated in time for the
company to count the actual votes on the day of the AGM.
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1.1.
Defining
stewardship

Throughout the report, reference is made to the terms stewardship,
engagement and proxy voting.

Engagement is defined as purposeful dialogue, carried out individually or
collaboratively.

The UN in its Principles for Responsible Investment (the UN-PRI) defines
stewardship as “the use of influence by institutional investors to maximise
overall long-term value including the value of common economic, social
and environmental assets, on which returns and clients’ and beneficiaries’
interests depend”2.

Proxy voting refers to voting on proposals brought before shareholders at
annual and special meetings. The shareholder right to make use of voting
proxies is a crucial way to convey investor views to boards of directors and
management.

Engagement activities include monitoring and engaging with companies
on any matter that may impact long-term performance and shareholder
value, including ESG practices, business sustainability, rights of minority
shareholders or the company’s role as a responsible corporate citizen.

UN-PRI
UN-PRI
4
UK-Stewardship Code
2
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Broadly, in this report, engagement can be understood as the monitoring
of and interaction with investee companies by asset managers and proxy
voting, the exercising of voting rights attached to shares. Stewardship
encompasses both engagement and proxy voting.

1.2.
Why stewardship
is important

Stewardship is one of the most effective tools with which to minimise risk,
preserve long-term shareholder value and enhance long-term returns.
Recent research has shown that successful engagement activities are not
only correlated with positive returns, but with improved communication,
learnings and relationships between investors and companies3.  A mutual
exchange of views resulting from an effective and successful engagement
process can strengthen long-standing relationships and inspire trust.

Stewardship practices may also have a positive impact on broader society
objectives and help drive real-world impact by influencing corporate
behaviour and ensuring the promotion and adoption of ESG considerations.

1.3.
Asset managers
as stewards

Asset managers play a key role as stewards of institutional savings,
ensuring that these are invested for the long term to deliver favourable
returns for savers and investors. To help ensure sustainable, long-term
outcomes, asset managers will engage with investee companies to ensure
that their respective board of directors address long-term issues that could
potentially impact the value of these companies. This involves conducting
analysis and research and setting clear expectations of the standards
investee companies are expected to adhere to.

Asset managers are also accountable to asset owners in managing their
assets, the returns they deliver, and how they act as stewards of the
companies in which they have invested on behalf of the asset owners.
The asset owners’ role is to select asset managers based on their ability
to deliver sustainable long-term returns. The asset managers, on the other
hand, are responsible for managing these investments and therefore are
well-positioned to influence respective companies’ future performance
through stewardship4. Asset managers, therefore, tend to be primarily
responsible for carrying out stewardship activities and asset owners for
specifying how they want their assets to be managed.
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Executive Summary

Stewardship practices are
improving in South Africa
There is no doubt that across the
board the quality and quantity of
stewardship activity has improved
dramatically over the ten years
since RisCura conducted its first
stewardship research report
in 2011. Despite this, objective
measures of the soundness of
South Africa’s financial institutions,
including shareholder governance,
show a decline.
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Systemic issues (such
as regulatory or judicial
hurdles) need to be
tackled head on
There are a number of wider,
systemic issues that frustrate the
stewardship process and prevent
further and faster progress from
being made. These include lack of
a clear understanding of where
fiduciary duty lies and how it
should be applied, perceived
regulatory grey areas that prevent
action (e.g. acting in concert) and
the functioning of the judicial
process for bringing white collar
criminals to book. These issues
need to be tackled head on.
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Governance is still top
of mind for managers

Engagement practices
have evolved

Proxy voting practices
have improved

Collaboration can
improve further

Asset managers, almost universally, continue to focus most of their
time and energy on governance
aspects for a number of reasons,
as detailed in the report. There is
an increasing, more recent focus on
environmental issues and sustainability. But social interventions are
still largely lagging.

Engagements by managers with
companies no longer focus on maximising shareholder value alone.
A far more diverse range of
issues is being tabled, and a
wider spectrum of stakeholders
are being considered and then
discussed with corporate boards
and management. In addition, asset
managers and corporates are now
employing a greater range of techniques in the engagement process.

In terms of actual proxy voting
practices, most asset managers felt
that their own plumbing worked
well. A few concerns were raised
by some about the wider valuechain in the proxy voting process.

More collaboration is happening
between managers. Clever use
of online platforms can expedite
collaboration. Smaller managers
should specialise and collaborate
with “the big managers”.
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Findings of the research
We have summarised the feedback from the survey and one-on-one
interviews with asset managers into six overall findings. Each finding
contains a number of sub-themes, all of which are listed below.

Stewardship practices are
improving in South Africa
i. Managers rate their stewardship
capabilities very highly
ii. Managers may rate themselves
highly, but South Africa is falling
behind

01

Systemic issues (such
as regulatory or judicial
hurdles) need to be
tackled head on
i. Much more clarity on fiduciary
duty is required
ii. The regulatory environment is
often cited as a hindrance
iii. Acting in concert is still being
used as an excuse not to act
iv. The judicial system needs to
improve by bringing white collar
criminals to book
v. Market-wide engagements are
systemically important
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Governance is still top
of mind for managers

Engagement practices
have evolved

Proxy voting practices
have improved

Collaboration can
improve further

i.

i.

i.

i.

“A good chairperson is worth
their weight in gold”
ii. Managers can and will, where
deemed necessary, replace
directors and even whole
boards
iii. Many managers maintain
blacklists of director names
iv. Not enough is being done to
deal with bad actors
v. In practice, “ESG” should be
written as “e_G” (where “e” is
small and “s” is largely absent)
vi. Incentive structures – the
toughest, most contested
engagements
vii. Shining a light on executive pay
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Engagement preferred over
divestment
ii. Divesting from coal – a real
dilemma
iii. Fossil fuel pragmatism prevails
iv. But short-termism is the
problem!
v. Engaging too narrowly on ESG
matters may have unintended
consequences
vi. Corporate management teams
are skilled in the art of divide
and conquer
vii. Managers don’t like going
public, but a lot happens behind
the scenes
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Getting the “plumbing” right in
the proxy voting process
ii. Vote signalling is an important
part of asset-manager-tocorporate interaction
iii. Rule-based proxy voting may
have unintended consequences
iv. Proxy voting: in-house team or
outsource?
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More collaboration is
happening between managers
ii. Smaller managers should
specialise and collaborate with
“the big managers”
iii. Clever use of online platforms
can expedite collaboration

06
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3.1

Stewardship practices are
improving in South Africa
There is no doubt that across the board the quality and
quantity of stewardship activity has improved dramatically
over the ten years since RisCura conducted its first stewardship
research report in 2011. Despite this, objective measures of the
soundness of South Africa’s financial institutions including
shareholder governance, show a decline.

Stewardship practices are
improving in South Africa

Systemic issues need to be
tackled head on

Governance is still top of
mind for managers

Engagement practices
have evolved

Proxy voting practices
have improved

Collaboration can improve
further

RisCura’s suggestions to
move the needle further
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Managers rate their own stewardship capabilities very highly

Managers may rate themselves highly, but South Africa is falling behind

The table below summarises how the managers from some of the largest asset
managers surveyed rated themselves when it came to three, specific questions asked
of them, namely:
1. How are you moving the needle through stewardship activities towards a better
South Africa and world?
2. How are you contributing towards dealing with the bad actors, individual or
corporate alike?
3. How do you rate the “plumbing” of your proxy voting systems and processes
internally?

For many years, the South African financial services industry, and by implication, the asset
managers within it, were rated very highly globally, in some key areas, as was evident by the
country’s favourable ranking in the WEF Global Competitiveness Report (see Figure 1). That was
until 2016 at least. It would be most concerning if local asset managers now too are falling
behind their global peers in the critically important area of stewardship. Managers must thus
continue to challenge themselves to do better in all the three key ESG measures, particularly
when it comes to funds’ impact on society, as most managers readily concede.
FIGURE 1: WEF Global Competitiveness Index Ranking*

South Africa financial insitution scores (2010 - 2019)

The scoring (from one to 10, with 10 being the highest score) is complicated by the
fact that some managers scored themselves on what they intended to do, while
others scored themselves on what they had already delivered. The results therefore
cannot be termed a strictly “apples vs apples” comparison. However, the intention of
the survey was never to achieve a mathematical or precise score, but simply to get a
broad and intuitive perspective from managers on how they would score themselves
on certain issues.

0
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TABLE 1: Manager self-scores (interviewed managers)
100
MOVING THE NEEDLE

DEALING WITH BAD ACTORS

PLUMBING

Average

7.4

7.2

8.7

Median

7.5

7.0

9.0

Min

5.0

5.0

7.0

Max

9.5

9.0

10.0

120

The key takeaways are the following:
• No manager scored themselves below a 5.0 on any score indicating that the scale
may require recalibration.
• The lowest scores were in dealing with bad actors with many scores in the 5.0 6.0 range. This corroborates with Figure 1, which shows South Africa’s declining
shareholder governance global ranking.
• The highest scores were in the plumbing section (unsurprisingly), with two
isolated examples of managers scoring themselves a 10/10. But some concerns
were raised with respect to the wider proxy voting system, in other words within
the full value-chain.

Stewardship practices are
improving in South Africa

Systemic issues need to be
tackled head on

Governance is still top of
mind for managers

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Auditing & Reporting

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

30

55

49

Shareholder Governance

6

3

2

1

2

3

1

30

56

37

Soundness of Banks

6

2

2

3

6

8

27

37

62

29

Local Equity Financing (SMEs)

7

4

3

2

1

1

1

25

72

96

*Please note the WEF Global Competitive Index Ranking was not produced in 2020.

Engagement practices
have evolved

Proxy voting practices
have improved

Collaboration can improve
further

RisCura’s suggestions to
move the needle further
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3.2

Systemic issues need to
be tackled head on
There are a number of wider, systemic issues that frustrate the
stewardship process and prevent further and faster progress
from being made. These include a lack of a clear understanding
of where fiduciary duty lies and how it should be applied,
perceived regulatory grey areas that prevent action (e.g. acting
in concert) and the effective functioning of the judicial process
for bringing white collar criminals to book. These issues need
to be tackled head on.

Stewardship practices are
improving in South Africa

Systemic issues need to be
tackled head on

Governance is still top of
mind for managers

Engagement practices
have evolved

Proxy voting practices
have improved

Collaboration can improve
further

RisCura’s suggestions to
move the needle further
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Much more clarity on fiduciary duty is required

Beneﬁciaries
& stakeholders

Fiduciaries
eg. Board of
Trustees

Contractual
arrangement

Asset
manager

FIDUCIARY
DUTY

Proxy voting
& engagement

Board of
Directors

Company & its
stakeholders

The final point to note here is that asset managers sit between two entities that
separately have their own fiduciary duties. What is right for the trustees of the
institution to execute their fiduciary duty may differ from what’s right for the
stakeholders of the corporate to whom the board of directors owe their fiduciary
duty. This puts the asset managers in the position of having to weigh up the needs
and requirements of the stakeholders of both parties when considering a particular
issue and how to engage on it.

FIDUCIARY
DUTY

There is some confusion over where the fiduciary duty lies and to whom the fiduciary
duty is owed. Clearing this up is fundamental to resolving many of the issues
highlighted in this report. The central fiduciary duty in focus in this report is of the
board of directors to act in the best interests of the company as an entity, which
has the effect of serving the long-term interests of all its stakeholders, including its
shareholders. How to identify, acknowledge and balance the legitimate interests
of stakeholders is a matter of debate at all boards on an ongoing basis. This duty
implies that any matter that is brought to the board’s attention, which could have a
material impact on its stakeholders, requires the board to give it the due care, skill
and diligence that the fiduciary duty requires. The implication of this is that if the
issue is one that is relevant to stakeholders, the size of the shareholding of the party
bringing the issue to the table is irrelevant. It is the matter and its relevance to the
company and its stakeholders that should determine the board’s attention i.e. it’s not
an excuse for managers to say that they have too small a shareholding to raise issues
with the board.

In the final analysis however, managers need to be much clearer about the fact that
their contractual duty is to their investors and should actively seek guidance from
the investors for how to execute on this. Likewise, institutional investors need
to be more explicit about defining the requirements of their fiduciary duty when
contracting with their chosen asset managers.

The regulatory environment is often cited as a hindrance
Managers surveyed reported that South Africa’s legal and regulatory environment
makes certain aspects of engagement with the corporates that they are invested in,
more challenging. These include:
• The risk that collaborating could be deemed to be a concert party action under
the Companies Act and Takeover Regulation 56 (See the section entitled “Acting
in concert is still being used as an reason not to act”).
• The difficulty in getting a shareholder-sponsored resolution voted on at an
annual general meeting (AGM).
• Rules with respect to directors’ pay contained in the Companies Act.
• A lack of clarity around raising ESG issues at AGMs, with certain corporates
arguing that ESG is not a “shareholder issue” as envisaged by the Companies Act,
thus depriving shareholders from proposing a resolution on those issues.

The other implication of this clarity of fiduciary duty is that engagement with
executive management of the company, is not the same as engagement with the
board. The former’s contractual duty to serve the employer company’s best interests
can often be confounded by short-term and   “business as usual” requirements of
their mandate set out in their contract of employment and by their incentivisation
structures. This should be carefully considered when asset managers are devising
their engagement strategies.
The second place where there is confusion around fiduciary duty is in relation to the
duty that a board of trustees of an institutional investor has to its beneficiaries in the
case of the institution investing its money in the shares of corporates using an asset
manager intermediary. In the exercise of this fiduciary duty the trustees are required
to give thought to acting with due care, skill and diligence to the stakeholders of the
institution for which they are acting. Asset managers, by virtue of their contractual
relationship with the institution hiring their services, are giving effect, or giving

Stewardship practices are
improving in South Africa

Systemic issues need to be
tackled head on

Governance is still top of
mind for managers

expression, to the trustees’ fiduciary duty to the institution and, by implication,
the long-term interests of stakeholders of the institution. This brings into focus the
importance of institutional investors being clearer about what  is in the best interests
of their stakeholders when contracting with an asset manager to invest their money.
In particular, if the institution has specific views about how it wishes ESG matters
to be managed towards long-term sustainability, then these should be clearly
communicated in the mandate they provide to their asset managers.

On the whole though, South Africa enjoys the constitutionally protected right to
free speech and is known to have a fairly low deference index, notwithstanding
over-worked and understaffed local regulators. There are relatively low barriers to
both healthy and robust engagement and collaboration. If anything, the above-listed
items are at times deployed by corporates as delaying tactics in a complex game of
“cat and mouse” that some choose to play when engaging with shareholders.

Engagement practices
have evolved

Proxy voting practices
have improved

Collaboration can improve
further

RisCura’s suggestions to
move the needle further
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“Managers have begun to grasp the importance of improving the system for the
betterment of all, a move that many see as having contributed to moving the needle.”
Acting in concert is still being used as a reason not
to act

The judicial system needs to improve by bringing
white-collar criminals to book

Acting in concert is often perceived as a key regulatory barrier when
managers seek to engage collaboratively with companies. Principle
three of CRISA states that, “Where appropriate, institutional
investors should consider a collaborative approach to promote
acceptance and implementation of the principles of CRISA”.

Many bad actors get away with their misdeeds with limited
consequences. Not only does the system move slowly, but the rich
and powerful are often able to “throw sand in the gears”. Equally,
some corporates’ deep pockets allow them to see fines as mere
speedbumps where legitimate disputes can be settled behind closed
doors, away from the public eye.

However, in some jurisdictions, certain types of collaboration could
be construed as “acting in concert”, which may trigger regulatory
requirements, including the requirement for the investors
involved to make a mandatory offer to acquire the shares of the
remaining shareholders of the investee company. Other regulatory
requirements include disclosures required under the listing rules or
the regulations to the Companies Act; regulations against market
abuse; competition or anti-trust rules; and rules aimed at preventing
asset stripping5.  According to a report by Bowmans, collaborative
engagement on ESG issues by shareholders is “unlikely to trigger
regulatory requirements”.
Indeed, most managers see these regulatory risks as manageable, as
they apply with respect to a change of control, either in a corporate
transaction or through changes to the majority of a board. However,
this risk or concern has often been used as an excuse when
managers are challenged as to why they don’t collaborate more.
Clearly managers will often have very differing views on matters
or transactions, and will then wish or need to express such, but
when the issues are straightforward, or they are systemic, we see
a strong case for continued, and indeed increased industry-wide
collaboration. Indeed, in the face of all the material referenced here
on this subject, this calls into question the true application of their
stewardship role.
5

Our research posed the question to asset managers in South Africa
whether their responsibility to improve the system for shareholders
included contributing to bringing directors and or managers accused
of corporate malfeasance to justice.
This inquiry elicited a number of interesting opinions and facts,
some of which we share here:
• A civil or delictual case could be brought against the wrongdoers,
but the correct party to bring this case before the courts would
be the asset owners, and not the asset managers. The latter
would have no legal standing in the courts as they are merely
the agents of the asset owners.
• A criminal case must (legally) be performed by a prosecuting
authority, such as the National Prosecuting Authority (NPA).
So unless the NPA chooses to step aside there is no room for
criminal prosecution by asset managers or asset owners.
• The criminal system in South Africa is not geared to white-collar
crime, so the experience and technical expertise to mount a
prosecution and win a case is fairly weak. Asset owners and their
managers could lean in to assist here (see RisCura’s suggestions
for more on this).

• The legal costs for asset managers of pursuing any legal action
could be prohibitive. This would suggest that collective action
by either the asset owner or asset management community or
both would be the most cost effective.

Market-wide engagements are systemically important
An interesting finding from the research is that the number of
beta engagements (those that cut across the whole market, rather
than at the investee company level only, which are known as alpha
engagements) has increased. For example, an engagement by asset
managers with the Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors
(IRBA) about the quality of auditors employed by corporate South
Africa would be deemed to be a beta engagement, as would an
engagement with the JSE about its listing requirements. Managers
have begun to grasp the importance of improving the system for the
betterment of all, a move that many see as having contributed to
moving the needle.

Bowmans: Acting in Concert and Collaborative Shareholder Engagement, South Africa.

Stewardship practices are
improving in South Africa

Systemic issues need to be
tackled head on

Governance is still top of
mind for managers

Engagement practices
have evolved

Proxy voting practices
have improved

Collaboration can improve
further

RisCura’s suggestions to
move the needle further
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3.3

Governance is still top
of mind for managers
Asset managers almost universally, continue to focus most of
their time and energy on governance aspects for a number of
reasons, as detailed in the report. There is an increasing, more
recent focus on environmental issues and sustainability. But
social interventions are still largely lagging.

Stewardship practices are
improving in South Africa

Systemic issues need to be
tackled head on

Governance is still top of
mind for managers

Engagement practices
have evolved

Proxy voting practices
have improved

Collaboration can improve
further

RisCura’s suggestions to
move the needle further
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“A good chairperson is worth their weight in gold”

Managers can and will, where deemed necessary, replace directors
and even whole boards

The composition of company boards is crucial and is the most important governance
issue cited by those managers responding to the survey (see Figure 2). Asset
managers raised a number of issues, and provided examples of situations, where they
have chosen to get involved with board appointees. Independence and competence
are critically key requirements. But other important considerations include aspects
such as diversity, the ability to raise questions at board meetings or challenge the
CEO and the ability to hold the company to account.

Our research revealed a number of times when asset managers, most often
working behind the scenes, moved to change a company’s chairperson, appoint a
recommended board member or, at times, replace the entire board. This is typically
an arduous process, but the results can be well worth the effort. Some managers also
spoke of partnering with activist shareholders, who themselves acquire a meaningful
stake. Working together would allow the activist shareholder to secure one or more
board seats by way of the combined shareholding. They would then work to extract
maximum value for shareholders. Typically, asset managers would not take such an
approach on their own.

FIGURE 2: Board composition is the most important governance issue
Board composition

36

Executive compensation

34

Minority shareholder rights
Bribery and corruption

17

Accounting treatment

When it comes to assessing company directors in a bid to identify bad actors, many
asset managers report that they prefer to keep a list of two sets of names, namely:
i. A list of directors who have either been found guilty of some offence or of
“behaving badly”, and which an asset manager would thus either block from
future board appointments, or make a formal note to avoid any corporate where
that individual was involved; and
ii. A list of directors with a track record of “behaving well” and whose names would
happily be put forward as a potential board appointee.

12

Audit committee structure

8

Other
CEO duality

Many managers maintain blacklists of director names

22

5
3

The interviews with asset managers highlighted just how important the role of a
company’s chairperson is. A good chair, who is happy to engage openly and honestly
on tough issues can be “worth their weight in gold”. The converse is a bad chairperson
who can “destroy value”. A good chairperson will, inter alia, ensure the right kind of
composition of the board, that debate is not stifled but instead encouraged, and
that the CEO and management are sufficiently challenged. The survey results also
highlighted the importance of the chairperson in driving successful engagement
outcomes. Managers selected face-to-face engagements with the chairperson as the
fourth-best form of communication to drive successful engagement outcomes.

Not enough is being done to deal with bad actors
Many managers rate themselves more or less highly on actions that they have taken
to weed out bad actors in the market (the average score here was 7.3/10).
Yet their efforts have clearly been thwarted in the past few years with the series
of corporate governance failures that corporate South Africa has witnessed, most
notably Steinhoff, African Bank, the Resilient Group, EOH, Tongaat (to name but
a few in the listed equity space), with many more examples when one includes the
unlisted space too.

FIGURE 3: Meeting face-to-face with the CEO or chairperson can improve the success of an
engagement
Face-to-face with CEO

28

Letter to the board of directors

22

Face-to-face with board or board sub-committee
16

Engagement with investor relations ofﬁcer

13

Letter to the CEO

9

Public engagement at the AGM

6

Public ‘naming and shaming’ in the media

2

Face-to-face with other high-ranking ofﬁcer (e.g. CFO)

0

Letter to the Chairperson

0

Stewardship practices are
improving in South Africa

Systemic issues need to be
tackled head on

If South Africa is to reclaim its previous high rating on shareholder governance
(shown in Figure 1), all South Africans need to get stuck in and root out bad actors.

21

Face-to-face with Chairperson

Governance is still top of
mind for managers

Engagement practices
have evolved

Proxy voting practices
have improved

Collaboration can improve
further

RisCura’s suggestions to
move the needle further
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In practice, “ESG” should be written as “e_G” (where
“e” is small and “s” is largely absent)
Bad actors are not limited to those connected to corporate
governance failures. They may include corporates who harm
the environment or the society in which they operate. Yet while
almost all managers we surveyed could agree on what bad
corporate governance looks like, and what constitutes poor
environmental practices, they were far less able to cite examples
of action taken against any environmental misdemeanour.

“Similarly, when it came to bad
actors in the society in which they
operate, most managers shrugged
their shoulders as to what that
would even look like.”

Similarly, when it came to bad actors in the society in which an
investee corporate operates in, many asset managers shrugged
their shoulders as to what that would even look like. Even
obvious social issues like transformation, diversity and inclusion
were largely seen through a governance lens, highlighting the
continued focus on governance issues over environmental and
social ones.
In terms of governance issues, the survey revealed that issues
concerning board composition, executive compensation and
minority shareholder rights received the most attention from
managers (see Figure 2). However, while managers commonly
cited engagements that they have had around executive
pay and remuneration, these were most often defined as an
economic consideration in terms of shareholder interests and
good corporate governance, rather than a social consideration
involving the wage gap between executives and their workers or
that between men and women in the workplace.

Incentive structures – the toughest, most contested
engagements
Incentives, in whatever form, are the key driver of human
behaviour. The world of business and finance is no exception. It
is a place that the profit-motive is perhaps the most pronounced,
and the stakes, enormous. As such, ensuring a fair and proper
alignment is absolutely critical. There is typically no tougher,
more heated and contested space than this one, and managers
have had to adjust their own engagement approach to be bolder,
braver and better.
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Given the power of incentivisation, the approach to corporate
remuneration and incentives has evolved over time. More recent
engagements have been about getting senior management
to broaden their focus away from shareholders only, towards
one focusing instead on a wider range of key stakeholders
incorporating staff, clients, regulators, industry bodies and
society at large. Interestingly however, is that almost no
managers raised the issue of the executive wage gap, which is
perhaps why the government wants to amend the Companies
Act by stipulating that listed companies must publish certain
details pertaining to remuneration. Engagement on the gender
pay gap also did not feature. Both are important social issues.

Shining a light on executive pay
Many jurisdictions around the world have adopted measures that
give shareholders the right to vote on executive remuneration.
South Africa, however, has been less stringent than many other
jurisdictions in this regard. The current Companies Act allows
shareholders, through a special resolution, to approve nonexecutive director fees. However, shareholders are not afforded
a similar vote in terms of executive remuneration. Oversight for
this role is currently the remit of the directors, which of course
includes executive directors, which gives rise to an obvious
conflict of interest.
Amendments proposed to the Companies Act, which are
expected to be signed into law in 2022, propose that directors of
public companies disclose information on the pay gap between
directors and workers to shareholders annually, increasing
transparency and shareholder scrutiny over executive
remuneration. However, some asset managers raised concerns
about the unintended consequences of this change.
What has become most apparent is that a binding “say on pay”
rule as proposed in the new draft of the Companies Act, would be
most supportive in enabling managers to be far more effective
in this regard.
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3.4

Engagement practices
have evolved
Engagements by managers with companies no longer focus on
maximising shareholder value alone. A far more diverse range
of issues is being tabled, and a wider spectrum of stakeholders
are being considered and then discussed with corporate
boards and management. In addition, asset managers and
corporates now employ a greater range of techniques in the
engagement process.
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Engagement preferred over divestment
Those managers interviewed for this report were all among the
largest private sector managers in South Africa. Unsurprisingly,
almost all held a preference for engagement over divestment .
FIGURE 4: Please rank the measures you might take in order of escalation
Escalate or strengthen
the engagement

The Steinhoff example is a case in point, where despite years of
fruitless engagement, a breakdown in the relationship with the CEO
and hints of corporate malfeasance internationally, many South
African asset managers remained invested with Steinhoff. On closer
examination many managers at the time cited benchmark constraints
as a reason for investing – it was big in the benchmark (and arguably
cheap) and if it went up, they might well have underperformed.

Divesting from coal – a real dilemma

However, the impact of divestment is not always clear. Selling these
assets off to less scrupulous management away from the public eye
might actually worsen the eventual environmental and societal
impact. The sale by Glencore of its coal assets to Gupta-controlled
Tegeta Resources is a case in point. Out of the public eye many jobs
were lost, environmental rehabilitation was stalled, rehabilitation
funds were allegedly plundered, while most recently from the State
Capture Commission we heard that the bulk of the transaction was
funded by the proceeds of criminal activity.

Use voting rights
Reduce exposure or divest
File a shareholder resolution
Issue a public statement

This may, however, be attributed to the large assets under
management (that need to be invested), coupled with the related
benchmark constraints brought about by a declining number
of investible stocks on the JSE, rather than a more deeply
principled position on the issue. For example, divestment from
a large benchmark stock like Sasol would mean benchmark
underperformance when the oil price rises, which motivates
managers to rather stay and engage. Likewise, for a large asset
manager who may have built up a meaningful position in a mid-cap
company, divestment without unduly depressing the price is simply
not a short-term option.
For pension funds in South Africa, Regulation 28 and Guidance Note
1 of 2019 take the approach that where a fund holds certain assets
that do not ostensibly further a progressive ESG approach, they
must explain what the reason is for such holding, and what the future
mitigation or remediation plans are. Asset managers servicing such
funds should have a well-documented proxy voting and engagement
practice. These would surely go a long way to ensuring compliance
with the regulations their clients need to abide by.
Asset managers surveyed said divestment became an option when
it became clear that the issues were too significant to be influenced
through engagement, where management or the board were
incapable of reasonable resolution through engagement, or when
engagement hinted at fraud or other forms of corporate malfeasance.

South Africa has rich coal deposits and a large coal industry, though
now under intense global scrutiny. Many asset managers that were
surveyed, felt that pushing mining majors to divest from these assets
was not a good idea. Better, they believe, would be if these assets
were to be shepherded towards an appropriately funded closure
and rehabilitation programme over time, by larger more resourceful
mining houses that bear a high level of public scrutiny.
The case for divesting from coal stocks is that divestment reduces
investor demand, limiting access to funding, raising the cost of
capital and depressing valuations. Indeed, research conducted by
Morgan Stanley suggests that shares in oil and gas, tobacco and
thermal coal companies have seen the greatest declines in valuations
over the last five years6.  The research goes on to say that while it’s
difficult to quantify how much of this decline is attributable to ESG
considerations, ESG is partly responsible.
FIGURE 5: PE multiples of coal stocks relative to local market
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Then there is the sale of Anglo America’s coal assets to Thungela.
By concentrating these “dirty” assets in Thungela Anglo American
(and thus asset managers), one could argue that they were divesting
from coal. However, industry dynamics such as power shortages,
cold weather in the northern hemisphere and the resulting huge
increase in demand as the world recovers from the pandemic led
to a sharp increase in coal prices and resulted in big profits for coal
miners. As a consequence, Thungela was one of the best performing
shares on the JSE, but despite this still trades on a forward price
to earnings (PE) ratio of 2.2, reflecting the significantly discounted
rating that stocks such as these now carry globally, and (arguably)
the unsustainability of the current coal price.

Fossil fuel pragmatism prevails
Our interviews were conducted just weeks before the start of
COP26 and followed the release of the UN’s Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report7.  We were eager to see where
asset managers in South Africa stood with regards its stance on the
fossil fuel industry. What we discovered is that many managers
hold the view that South Africa, and indeed the entire world, is and
will be, dependent on fossil fuels for decades to come, albeit with
an expected reduced exposure over time. For these managers,
the implication is that a level of pragmatism and compromise is
called for when engaging with corporates with significant fossil
fuel exposure. They believe that avoiding any exposure in a South
African equity portfolio to fossil fuel is simply not practical, given
the JSE’s proportionately high exposure to the mining sector and
the country’s coal-led electricity supply.

APAC

Source: Datastream, Morgan Stanley Research Note: anomalous points removed
6
7

Morgan Stanley - ESG Exclusions: Not All The Same
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
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Then there is the subject of Sasol, which came up in every interview,
almost without fail. Sasol is listed as one of the companies on Climate
Action 100+, an investor-led initiative to drive engagement with the
world’s largest corporate greenhouse gas emitters8.  Climate Action
100+ asks corporates on the list to:
1. Implement a governance framework that clearly articulates the
board’s accountability and oversight of climate change risk.
2. Reduce greenhouse gas emissions, preferably to achieve net
zero by 2050.
3. Enhance corporate disclosure in line with the requirement of
the Task Force on Climate Related Financial Disclosures9.
Engagement for all South African businesses with a high carbon
footprint should ideally run along the above lines.

But short-termism is the problem!
At the same time, the focus on returns in the short-term is widely
recognised to be a key challenge in today’s world. The inability of
asset owners, asset managers, and corporates to take long-term,
more sustainable view, is exactly what has brought the world to its
current parlous state, as captured in the IPCC report, and prompting
the UN secretary-general to issue a “code red alarm” for humanity.
The need to focus on externalities, stranded assets and the like
has never been higher. Short-term performance and incentives are
clearly part of the problem.
Whether the above cohort of owners, managers and corporates can
ever realistically be expected to stop focusing so much on the short
term, is questionable. But efforts will need to be made. Suggestions
made include:
• Doing away with a focus on quarterly corporate reporting
(primarily the US)
• Moving away from quarterly performance reporting to asset
owners (South Africa, and many others)
• Re-consideration of the appropriateness of current benchmarks
used by asset owners and asset managers
• Increasing the focus on additionality with regards to (positive)
impact

Ultimately asset managers need to understand the value system
of their asset-owner clients. Ideally this should also be expressed
clearly to asset managers by the asset owners, and managers need
to be incentivised to act to create alignment of value systems as
much as performance.

a rule, while board members do. Managers also have an interest in
their employment contracts and incentivisation structures (see
section on Incentive Structures) as their primary mandate, which
can confound their interests in considering the broader, long-term
sustainability of the company.

Engaging too narrowly on ESG matters may have
unintended consequences

Managers (and corporates) don’t like going public, but a
lot happens behind the scenes

ESG matters often come into conflict with one another and their
respective merits need to be debated. The law of “unintended
consequences” all too often applies to the dogmatic pursuit of one
agenda over another. For example, engaging a sugar company to
reduce its carbon emissions through carbon capture and energy
recycling at its sugar mills may enhance the profitability or the
rating of the company. This may lead to the company chopping
down more rainforest to plant sugar cane in a reinvestment-induced
growth strategy. Another example cited by managers is that their
discussions with corporate management reveal that public-benefit
organisations on a mission to eradicate fossil fuels or greenhouse
gas emissions run the risk of shutting down what could be beneficial
engagements with corporate management teams. Some managers
even cautioned about not being seen to be taking sides with certain
activist organisations as this risked compromising their own
relationships with management teams.

Both our interviews with asset managers and our survey revealed
that for most managers (and as much so for the underlying
corporate), going public with their issues is done as only a very last
resort, and is ideally something to be avoided.

Corporate management teams are skilled in the art of
divide and conquer
Rather amusingly, our research uncovered the fact that corporate
management, or their investor relations officers that face off with
shareholders or their respective asset management proxies, have
realised the benefit of “divide and rule” as an obfuscation or delaying
strategy. We heard a number of anecdotes of asset managers being
told – “you are the only shareholder who has raised that issue with
us,” as a negotiation tactic to deter the engaging manager, play for
more time, or simply to not take any meaningful action.

As part of the survey, asset managers were asked to rank various
measures they may pursue to try and secure a better engagement
outcome for their clients. The last measure in order of escalation is
issuing a public statement, however, many asset managers indicated
that issuing a public statement is not something they commonly
resorted to (see Figure 4), as going public often risks destroying the
very shareholder value they are trying to uphold.
In addition, a number of managers indicated that having a working
relationship with management is important when it comes to
unlocking long-term value for shareholders and in maintaining access
to management teams. However, one asset manager commented
that a public-activist approach risked antagonising corporate
management and shutting down long-term positive dialogue. Such
an approach, they believe, is best left to activist organisations, who
seek to engage more assertively with corporates.
As a result, most of the hard work tends to take place behind the
scenes, and out of sight. Indeed, the majority of issues are thus
resolved well before the public eye of an AGM and many managers
cited examples of where their engagement with management had
persuaded the company not to even bring a resolution to the AGM,
or to dramatically alter it before putting it in front of shareholders.

This issue is a further reminder that board engagement is more
important than management engagement (see section on Fiduciary
Duty). The managers don’t have fiduciary duties to the company as

Climate Action 100+
  fsb-tcfd.org

8
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3.5

Proxy voting practices
have improved
In terms of actual proxy voting practices, most of those
surveyed felt that their own plumbing worked well. A few
concerns were raised by some about the wider value-chain
in the proxy voting process.
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Proxy voting process

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Setup portfolios on proxy
voting system
RI team interacts with
the custodian to set up all
portfolio holdings on the
Proxy voting system.

Daily Holdings File
Custodian sends daily
holdings file with security
share quantity at a portfolio
level to update proxy voting
system holdings

Company generates ballots
Ballots for each company
are loaded into the proxy
voting system ahead of each
meeting e.g. Annual General
Meeting (AGM), General
meeting, Special meeting.

Votes determined by
investment team
Once ballots are loaded,
the investment team
determines how to vote and
enters preferred voting per
client, onto the system.

Votes submitted to the
relevant custodian
Votes per client are
submitted to the custodian
ahead of AGM to be collated
and sent to the transfer
secretary.

Custodian sends
instructions to the transfer
secretary
Custodians collate and
send instructions to the
relevant transfer secretary
for further collation of votes
ahead of the meeting.

Votes recorded at the AGM
Transfer secretary gathers
and collates all proxy voting
data in advance of the
meeting, adds additional
voting received at the
meeting itself an publishes
results.

Getting the “plumbing” right in the proxy voting process
Globally, it is not a very well-kept secret that the process from when
a shareholder casts their proxy vote and the company counting the
actual votes on the day (nicknamed the “plumbing”), is at best leaky
and, at worst, broken. The net result in some jurisdictions is that
whoever is in the room on the day of the AGM, influences the vote,
as was the case in the past in South Africa when a show of hands
sufficed.
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The introduction of technology has brought about many changes.
Gone are the days in South Africa when it was customary to hear
traders at the JSE yell out buy or sell orders. So, it is with a show of
hands at the AGM. Proxies are voted in advance of meetings and,
for the vast majority of votes in South Africa, the responsibility
for voting these proxies is passed on to the asset managers. If
shareholders are to ensure that their stewardship responsibilities
are being executed, then ensuring that the proxy voting plumbing
system works is key.
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Most asset managers we interviewed felt that their own processes
worked well (See Table 1), but concerns were raised by some about
the processes within the wider value chain i.e., from the manager
to the custodians and then onto the corporates. When RisCura
conducted its Spoilt Votes research in 2011, we were alarmed to
discover the high reliance on fax machines between the asset
managers, the custodians and the corporates. We were encouraged
to hear that, 10 years on, this had since been replaced by more
recent technologies. Despite this, many managers had neglected
to test if the new processes did indeed work, either by insisting on
an ISAE3402 audit of downstream service providers or by checking
that their votes actually made it into the final tally.
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“We were pleased to note that when service providers were utilised, there was a mix
of different operators. Much has been written globally about the outsized influence
of any one proxy voting service provider (e.g. ISS or Glass Lewis) or asset manager
(e.g. Blackrock or Vanguard) in determining voting outcomes for all shareholders.
Part of the reason the voting system exists, is to encourage a democratic process
where different views are communicated.”

Vote signalling is an important part of asset-managerto-corporate interaction

FIGURE 6: Spotlight on proxy voting

Most asset managers provide a reason for any vote cast against a
resolution, so these are transparent to the corporate. For some this
signalling goes on in advance of an AGM, for others it is after the
fact. According to the asset managers interviewed, the response
from corporates seems to be mixed. Some habitually engage to find
out more. Others don’t even respond.

Proxy voting policy in place

Rule-based proxy voting may have unintended
consequences
A full 90% of asset managers we surveyed reported that they have
proxy voting policies. Most of these policies define a set of guidelines
or rules that should be followed when voting proxies.
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Proxy voting: in-house team or outsource?

Exercise proxy voting rights

50

2

45

Record proxy voting activity

5

48

Report proxy voting
activities externally

37
Yes

2
11

No

The difficulty with these rules, however, is that following them by the
book might often not be the “right” thing to do in any given situation.
The oft-quoted example is that voting an extremely experienced,
hugely contributory director off a board merely because his or
her 10-year term has expired, may be detrimental to the company.
What is however required, is for asset managers who vote as proxies
to engage deeply on the issues, and to apply both judgement and
common sense to all the resolutions being voted on. A tick-box
approach can be dangerous.
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Some asset managers opt to outsource proxy voting to third-party
service providers. However, through our conversations with asset
managers it became clear that even though many may make use
of proxy voting service providers, in almost all cases, they try to
ensure that their investment experts are closely involved in any
contentious vote or issue. At the same time, there is often a need for
a small, centralised ESG centre of expertise within the firm to deal
with more generic, technical, systemic or detailed ESG issues.
We were pleased to note that when service providers were utilised,
there was a mix of different operators. Much has been written
globally about the outsized influence of any one proxy voting service
provider (e.g. ISS or Glass Lewis) or asset manager (e.g. Blackrock or
Vanguard) in determining voting outcomes for all shareholders. Part
of the reason the voting system exists, is to encourage a democratic
process where different views are communicated.
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3.6

Collaboration can
improve further
More collaboration is happening between managers.
Clever use of online platforms can expedite collaboration.
Smaller managers should specialise and collaborate with
“the big managers”.
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More collaboration is taking place between managers
Collaborating on material issues is outlined by asset managers
as one of the areas of biggest improvement over the past decade.
Managers say they are far happier than before to engage and
support one another in providing a united industry front when
dealing with wider industry issues, recalcitrant management and
even specific transactions – the most recent widely publicised
manager collaboration on the Naspers/Prosus deal being a case in
point, where 36 managers joined together to write a letter to the
respective boards regarding their joint concerns.

Smaller managers should collaborate with “the big
managers”
We frequently heard from medium-sized managers, that they simply do not have the resources to engage meaningfully on all ESG
matters, or that they don’t hold a meaningful number of shares to be
able to engage with any heft. The survey results also revealed this
issue. According to the survey, while the vast majority of asset managers engage with corporates, several managers indicated that they
do not engage with companies due to the small size of their AUM
(See Figure 7). Whilst this may be understandable from a resourcing
point of view, we would point out that if an asset manager perceives
a sustainability risk to an investment then the duty to the asset owner client is triggered, regardless of the size of the holding in the investment.  The measure of relevance for engagement should be the
extent of the exposure of the client (as a percentage of their client
portfolio) and the degree of risk perceived to the client’s holding.
FIGURE 7: Spotlight on engagement
Engage with investee
companies
Engagement depends
on level of exposure
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Engagement policy
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While smaller and more resource-constrained asset managers may
have challenges in having their voices heard individually, they do
still have the option to engage collectively, co-ordinating with other
asset managers and engaging with a unified voice. In fact, if they
perceive a threat to their client’s interest that cannot be mitigated
in any other way other than through collaboration, then they would
have a contractual duty to collaborate.

engagement11. As previously mentioned, Climate Action 100+ is
another platform that investors can use to engage with the world’s
largest greenhouse gas emitters to reduce emissions and ensure
transparent disclosure. When signing on to the initiative, investors
are asked to nominate which focus companies they wish to engage
with and whether this is as a lead investor, or as a collaborating
investor12.

There are several advantages to collective engagement, including
increased efficiency by avoiding duplication of efforts, sharing
research costs and responsibility, and enhancing negotiating power
and legitimacy. Many of these managers indicated that they would
like to collaborate, but that they are too small for the big managers
to bother with. On the flip side, “the big managers” indicated they
would be willing to collaborate with anyone, as long as they had done
proper research and brought something meaningful to the table.

Indeed, while most managers surveyed said they carry out their
engagement activities using in-house investment staff, several
managers indicated that they are using an online collaborative
platform.
FIGURE 8: In-house engagement preferred
45

Our advice is that while still growing, smaller managers should
specialise and become experts in particular topics. These don’t even
need to be umbrella topics such as climate change. They could be
specific themes such as restoring gender balance on boards, ensuring
water quality is improved or beta engagements such as improving the
quality of the audit profession locally. Issues of remuneration provide
another much-needed area of required expertise as these can be
quite technical and of great importance. “The big managers” would
surely welcome experts in specific fields at their collaboration table.

6

Using
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investment
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Clever use of online platforms can expedite
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platform
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5
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engagement
specialist(s)

Other

3

Using a specialist
engagement
service provider

There are also several online collaboration platforms that allow
smaller managers to pool resources, share information and
strengthen their influence and ability to engage better with
companies, policymakers and other stakeholders on ESG issues.
For example, UN PRI’s online collaboration platform is one such tool
through which signatories and other stakeholders can participate in
collaborative discussions and initiatives. It also serves as a hub for
academics and signatories to connect and engage on ESG10. Another
option is the UK Investor Forum, which facilitates collective

UN-PRI  11 UK Investor Forum  12 Climate Action 100+
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RisCura’s suggestions to move the needle further
There is more that can be done through stewardship activities. Here we provide a list of suggested actions: some systemic, some specific.
SUGGESTIONS FOR ASSET OWNERS

SUGGESTIONS FOR ASSET MANAGERS

SUGGESTIONS FOR INDUSTRY

1

ASSET OWNERS need to discuss and debate the merits of
stewardship and workshop their preferred philosophy for how
stewardship activities should be executed either by themselves
or by their respective asset management proxies. The outcome of
these processes should be clearly communicated to their respective
investment service providers, in particular those who provide their
engagement practices and proxy voting on their behalf.

4

8

THE INDUSTRY needs to address concerns raised with respect to
the plumbing in the proxy voting system. In particular, there were a
number of specific grumblings about the efficiency of the plumbing
once proxies votes leave the asset managers and about how they are
being tallied and accounted for at the interface with the corporates
e.g. at AGMs. At minimum an ISAE3402 audit of downstream service
providers seems like a sensible step forward.

2

ASSET OWNERS with investment philosophies that incorporate the
concept of long-term sustainability and have policies that indicate that
all investment service providers must incorporate ESG issues into
their investment processes, must ensure that their asset managers are
explicitly legally mandated to consider ESG factors when making an
investment decision.

9

THE INDUSTRY should give more thought to how bad actors are dealt
with and particularly how white-collar criminals are brought to book in
South Africa. A failure to do so could result in a further worsening of the
deterioration witnessed over the past few years, as the message that
accountability is weak, spreads. Suggested technical roles that asset
managers could play is to assist the state (with permission from their
asset owners to share relevant confidential information), to compile
dossiers in criminal prosecutions and to serve the state as factual
and expert witnesses. Alternatively, asset managers could act as
representative litigants on behalf of one or more injured asset owners
in non-criminal suits for damages (civil/delictual cases). The current
class action lawsuit against Steinhoff is a good example of the latter.

10

THE INDUSTRY has made some clear progress with respect to
stewardship in many areas, but there is still more to be done. Each
firm, and the industry as a whole, should continue to up their game,
and move the needle even further for the betterment of all.

3

5

ASSET MANAGERS need to collaborate better. The oft-cited concert
party issue and other such technical hindrances should not be used as
an excuse not to collaborate. In this regard, the findings of the report
by Bowmans titled Acting in Concert and Collaborative Shareholder
Engagement, South Africa (2021) are instructive. All investment
professionals participating in stewardship activities and their legal
counterparts, should read and get comfortable with it. Managers
should consider using online collaboration platforms as they may make
collaboration easier.

6

ASSET MANAGERS should support a move to routinely identify and
weed out bad actors. There is clear evidence in the criminal justice
systems around the world to show that the greatest motivation for not
committing a crime is the threat of being caught, not the punishment
at the end of the line.

7

SMALLER ASSET MANAGERS also have a key role to play. Our advice
to the industry is that during their growth phase, smaller managers
should specialise and become experts in niche areas (preferably
not all the same one). This would potentially give them a seat at the
table alongside larger managers or enable them to lead collaborative
engagements in important niche areas.

ASSET OWNERS should demand more and better of their asset
managers, whether this be in terms of reporting on their engagement
and proxy voting activities or in providing details of how they do so on
their clients’ behalf.
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ASSET MANAGERS need to be much clearer about the implications
for them of their contracted alignment to the fiduciary duty of the
institutional investors and their stakeholders. Asset managers also
need to clearly understand the nature and scope of the fiduciary duty
that the board of directors of the corporate that they are invested in
has to its stakeholders and they need to internalise the implications
of this for their engagement strategies with corporates. In particular
managers need to be clear in their minds about the differences
between the fiduciary duty that the board has to the company, as
opposed to the duties that executive management fulfil within the
company as defined by their employment contracts and incentives.
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Engagement practices
have evolved

Proxy voting practices
have improved

Collaboration can improve
further

RisCura’s suggestions to
move the needle further
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Summary of the survey results
• THE SURVEY RESPONSES show that asset managers take their
stewardship responsibilities seriously and dedicate significant resources
to their stewardship activities. In all, 90% of asset managers surveyed
say they actively engage with companies, while 96% report exercising
proxy voting rights on behalf of their clients. Most respondents (68%)
who engage actively say they have an engagement policy, while 90% of
respondents report that they have a proxy voting policy.
• ENGAGEMENT CAN BE carried out by the asset manager internally
or it can be outsourced. Of asset managers, 97% that engage with
investee companies say they carry out their engagement practices
internally using in-house investment staff. In all, 94% of asset managers
list their investment team as the responsible party for making proxy
voting decisions. This suggests a significant degree of integration of
stewardship into the investment process as the individuals responsible
for investment decisions are also active in stewardship.
• A COMPANY-FOCUSED approach was the most common form of
engagement, followed by an issue-focused and proactive engagement
approach. Many asset managers felt the need to prioritise which
companies they engage with, and which issues they engage on,
considering both the materiality thereof, and their limited resources.
• MATERIALS, followed by energy and financials, were identified as the
highest priority sectors in terms of engagement. Interestingly, it does
not appear that the pandemic has led South African asset managers
to prioritise the health-care sector, which ranked last in terms of
importance. Noting further that according to the World Economic
Forum’s (WEF) 2021 Global Risks Report, infectious diseases followed
by climate action failure are the top global risks by impact.

13

WEF The Global Risks Report 2021

• THE ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES that asset managers considered
the most important to engage on are climate change and greenhouse
gas emissions, followed closely by air and water pollution, and water
scarcity. These findings are not surprising, given that climate action
failure is the second most important global risk by likelihood and impact,
while extreme weather is the top risk by likelihood13. At the same time,
in South Africa, multi-year droughts and water scarcity are the primary
environmental risks, though arguably these are linked to climate change
and greenhouse gas emissions.
• REGARDING SOCIAL ISSUES, employee health and safety is considered the most important priority by surveyed asset managers, followed
by an investment’s impact on local communities and an investee company’s racial and ethnic diversity.
• THE TOP three governance issues that the respondents engage on
are: board composition, executive compensation and minority shareholder rights.
• REPORTING OF STEWARDSHIP activities adds an important element
of accountability and transparency. Asset managers are accountable
to asset owners regarding how their money is managed and are
arguably accountable to the wider public too. Both engagement and
voting activities are reported back to clients, and there is widespread
reporting in the public domain. Specifically, eight out of 10 managers
that record their stewardship activities also disclose and report these
publicly. However, several asset managers stated that while they
disclose engagement activity to clients (when requested to do so), public
disclosure is a separate consideration. Engagement often involves
sensitive discussions between asset managers and companies. There are
concerns that detailed disclosure of the content of the dialogue could
damage trust and the long-term relationship with investee companies.

• IN SOME INSTANCES, asset managers need to pursue escalation
measures to try and secure a better engagement outcome for their
clients. Depending on the circumstance, where voicing a concern isn’t
effective for identified issues that they are engaging on, asset managers
will escalate their approach by first strengthening the engagement (75%
selected this as a first step), then executing voting rights in a specific
way. Surprisingly, filing shareholder resolutions at company AGMs was
further down the list than reducing exposure or divesting. Issuing a
public statement was  seen as the last escalation step, taken only if all
other measures failed.
• THOSE ASSET MANAGERS surveyed indicate that in the last five
years they held the most engagements with Sasol out of any listed
JSE company, followed by Naspers, and then Glencore. The two most
prominent issues that they engaged Sasol on were disclosure of climate
risk and decarbonisation, both environmental issues related to the
company’s greenhouse gas emissions. Naspers and Glencore were
mainly governance issues.
• PROXY VOTING IS undertaken by the majority of managers (96%) although their approaches to proxy voting vary. Most managers (58%)
utilise their internal investment analyst staff, whilst many (24%) make
use of an internal ESG expert, and some (10%) outsource to an external service provider. Around 75% of asset managers report their votes
least to those clients. Those that don’t, cite limited staff and resources, or
lack of an adequate in-house platform, as their reasons for not doing so.
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Engagement
Asset managers were asked various questions regarding their
engagement practices. This section summarises and presents the
results of the survey responses relating to engagement. There were
52 respondents to the survey.
The vast majority of asset managers (47) report that they engage
with investee companies. Just five respondents stated that they
do not engage with companies. The primary reason provided for
their not engaging was their (small) size of AUM (see Figure 1). Of
those respondents that report that they engage with companies,
the majority (36) stated that their engagement does not depend
on the size of their shareholding in the company. In comparison, 11
respondents indicated that their engagement depends on the size of
their exposure (see Figure 1). Out of the 47 respondents that engage
with companies, 32 respondents have an engagement policy, while
15 respondents have no engagement policy (see Figure 1).
There are several approaches that asset managers take when
engaging with companies. Some asset managers choose to focus on
specific issues, or sectors, while others prioritise certain companies.
Asset managers can also take a more proactive approach to
engagement compared to reacting to issues as and when they take
place.

FIGURE 1: Number of managers that engage with companies (n=52), number of managers
with an engagement policy and number of managers whose engagement depends on the
level of portfolio exposure (n=47)
Engage with investees
companies
Engagement depends
on level of exposure

47
11

36

Engagement policy
in place

32
Yes

of asset managers engage
with investee companies

15

No

69%

FIGURE 2: Approaches to engagement (n=47)

39

37

37

stated that their engagement
does not depend on the size
of their shareholding in the
company

20
13
6

Companyfocused

Issuefocused

Proactive

Reactive

Sectorfocused

Other

have an
engagement policy

Face-to-face with CEO

28

Letter to the board of directors

22
21

Face-to-face with Chairman

16

Engagement with investor relations ofﬁcer

13

Letter to the CEO

9

Public engagement at the AGM

Respondents were asked to select their top three most successful
forms of communication in driving engagement outcomes. They
list face-to-face engagement with the CEO (28 respondents),
followed by a letter to the board of directors (22 respondents) and
face-to-face engagement with the board of directors or relevant
subcommittee (21 respondents). Public “naming and shaming” such
as in the media was only selected by two respondents as a form of
communication, indicating that South African asset managers prefer
to engage with companies behind closed doors (see Figure 3).

61.5%

FIGURE 3: Types of communication that drive engagement success (n=47)

Face-to-face with board or board sub-committee

Unsurprisingly, a company-focused approach was the most common
engagement approach, followed by issue-focused and proactive
engagement (see Figure 2). In only a very few instances did an asset
manager say they follow a single engagement approach.

90%

5

6

Public "naming and shaming" in the media

2

Face-to-face with other high-ranking ofﬁcer (e.g. CFO)

0

Letter to the Chairman

0

53.8%
consider face-to-face
engagement with the CEO
as the most successful forms
of communication in driving
engagement outcomes.
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The materials sector, followed by energy and financials, were
identified as the highest priority sectors in terms of engagement.
This was followed by the industrials, information technology and
consumer discretionary sectors. Interestingly, health-care was seen
as the least important sector by the respondents. While the WEF in
its 2021 Global Risks Report lists infectious diseases followed by
climate action failure as the top global risks by impact in South Africa
it does not appear that the pandemic has led to asset managers
prioritising the health-care sector (see Figure 4).
Asset managers were asked to select the top three ESG issues that
they engage on. The environmental issues that asset managers
considered the most important are climate change and greenhouse
gas emissions (40), followed very closely by air and water pollution
(36) and water scarcity (28), respectively (see Figure 5).

FIGURE 4: Most important sectors
in terms of engagement (n=47)

Materials

33

Energy

26

Financials

24

Industrials

19

Information technology

13

Consumer discretionary

10

Real estate

5

Consumer staples

5

Communication services

FIGURE 5: Most important
environmental issues (n=47)
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46
36

Water scarcity

Regarding social issues, those asset managers surveyed considered
employee health and safety as the most important priority (27),
followed by a company’s impact on local communities (24) and the
racial and ethnic diversity of a company (22) (see Figure 6).

28

Waste management

8

Land degradation

6

Other

5
5

Biodiversity

The top three governance issues that respondents said they engage
in are board composition (36), executive compensation (34) and
minority shareholder rights (22) (see Figure 7).
Of those asset managers that report that they engage with
companies, 35 said they keep a record of their engagements, while
12 managers revealed that they don’t keep any such records. Where
records are not kept, the overriding majority cited limited demand
from asset owners and other stakeholders (four respondents) or
limited staff and resources (three respondents) as the reason for not
keeping a record of engagements (see Figure 8).

3

Deforestation

FIGURE 6: Most important
social issues (n=47)
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FIGURE 7: Most important
governance issues (n=47)
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FIGURE 8:
Reasons for not
keeping a record
of engagements
(n=12).

7

Of the 35 respondents who record their engagements, the
vast majority (28) report and disclose these engagements
publicly (see Figure 9). Of the seven respondents who said
they don’t report engagements publicly, three attributed this
to limited demand from asset owners and other stakeholders.
One respondent indicated that the company had no adequate
platform for reporting, while another cited that doing so is not
required by regulation or law (see Figure 10).

7
4

28

3

Other

FIGURE 10: Reasons
for not reporting
engagements
externally (n=7)
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FIGURE 9: Managers that report
engagement externally (publicly) (n=35)

FIGURE 13: Most controversial engagements in the last three
years, ranked by number of mentions (n=47)
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FIGURE 11: How
engagement is
carried out (n=47)
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FIGURE 12: Ranking
of escalation measure
based on a weighted
average score (n=47)
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The overwhelming majority (45) of asset managers report that
they conduct their engagement using in-house investment
staff. Only five respondents indicated that they used an inhouse engagement specialist, while three reported that they
use a specialist engagement service provider. Six respondents
indicated using an online collaborative platform (see Figure 11).
In the survey, asset managers were asked to rank various
engagement escalation measures they pursue on behalf of their
clients. The overwhelming majority of respondents (35) report
that they escalate or strengthen the engagement as the first
escalation step when the initial engagement proves unsuccessful.
The next most common measure taken when attempts to
strengthen engagement prove unsuccessful is the use of voting
rights (27 respondents), followed by reducing exposure or
divesting (14 respondents), and filing a shareholder resolution
(12 respondents). Issuing a public statement is listed last in order
of escalation (11 respondents) (see Figure 12).
Asset managers were asked to list their three most controversial
engagements in the last five years and to briefly describe the issue
engaged on. The company Sasol recorded the most mentions
among the survey respondents (24), followed by Naspers (17)
and Glencore (7). The two most prominent issues that Sasol was
engaged in were environmental issues related to greenhouse gas
emissions, disclosure of climate risk and decarbonisation strategy
and governance issues related to executive remuneration and
capital allocation. The two most controversial issues that asset
managers engaged Naspers were the share swap with Prosus and
executive pay.
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FIGURE 14: Exercise proxy voting rights (n=52), Proxy voting policy in place and
record proxy voting activity (n=50), Report proxy voting activity externally (n=48)

Proxy voting

Proxy voting policy in place

Asset managers were asked various questions regarding their proxy voting
practices. This section summarises and presents the results of the survey

Of the respondents who exercise proxy voting rights,
45 said they have a proxy voting policy, and 48 said
they had only a proxy voting activity. Two respondents
indicated that they don’t record proxy voting activity,
primarily due to limited staff and resources and limited
demand from asset owners (see Figure 14).
Of the 48 asset managers that record proxy voting
activity, 37 say they report on their proxy voting to clients
and other external stakeholders, while 11 don’t disclose
or report to clients and stakeholders (see Figure 14).
Of the 11 respondents who say they don’t report
engagements externally, four attributed this to limited
demand from asset owners and other stakeholders.

When asked about who is responsible for proxy
voting research, most of the respondents (30) cite the
investment team as the responsible party. Twelve asset
owners indicated an in-house ESG specialist working
with the investment team is responsible, while just five
respondents utilise an external service provider for
proxy voting research (see Figure 16).
Asset managers were asked to identify who was
responsible for making proxy voting decisions. The
overwhelming majority (44) indicated that proxy
voting decisions are made internally. Just three
respondents indicated that decisions are based on
an external service provider’s recommendation. Just
one respondent cited that all decisions are made by
an external service provider or mostly made by an
external service provider (see Figure 17).
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48

Report proxy voting
activities externally

2

37

Yes

Four respondents noted limited staff and resources
for not reporting proxy voting activity, while two
respondents cited the lack of an adequate platform to
do so. In the “other” category, several asset managers
specified that reporting and disclosure on proxy voting
activities is available when requested. (see Figure 15).

2

45

Record proxy voting activity

responses relating to proxy voting.
The majority (50) of respondents said they exercise
proxy voting rights on behalf of their clients. Only two
respondents said they do not exercise proxy voting
rights. One of the asset managers stated that this is due
to limited staff and resources. The other respondent
cited that they do not manage equity investment with
voting rights (see Figure 14).
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FIGURE 15: Reasons for not reporting proxy voting externally (n=11)
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FIGURE 16: Responsibility for proxy voting research (n=50)
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FIGURE 17: Responsibility of proxy voting decisions (n=50)
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About RisCura

• 36ONE Asset Management
• Abax Investments
• Absa Asset Management
• Aeon Investment Management
• Afena Capital
• All Weather Capital
• Allan Gray
• ALUWANI Capital Partners
• Anchor Capital
• Argon Asset Management
• Balondolozi Investment Services
• Benguela Global Fund Managers
• Cachalia Capital
• CoreShares
• Coronation Fund Managers
• Denker Capital
• Differential Capital
• Edge Investments

• Excelsia Capital
• Fairtree Capital
• Foord Asset Management
• Kagiso Asset Management
• Laurium Capital
• Legacy Africa Fund Managers
• Lima Mbeu
• Lodestar Fund Managers
• M1 Capital Investments
• Makalani Management Company
• Marriott Investment Managers
• Mazi Asset Management
• Meago Asset Management
• Mergence Investment Managers
• Mianzo Asset Management
• Ninety One
• Oasis Asset Management
• Old Mutual Investment Group

RisCura is a purpose-driven investment firm that
offers investors unique insights, advice, and
investments on their journeys to achieving
exceptional performance, while still meeting their
broader investment goals. Today RisCura advises
clients and manages investments with combined
assets of more than R2.5 trillion.
A global leader in emerging and frontier markets,
RisCura is known for its investment expertise
and offers services to asset owners, investment
managers and service providers across the industry.

• Perpetua Investment Managers
• Prescient Investment Management
• Protea Capital Management
• Prudential Investment Managers
(now M&G Investments)
• PSG Asset Management
• Rezco Asset Management
• Sanlam Investment Management
• Sentio Capital Management
• STANLIB
• Steyn Capital Management
• Thyme Capital
• Truffle Asset Management
• Umthombo Wealth
• Value Capital Partners
• Visio Capital Management
• Vunani Fund Managers

Through constantly exploring new ways to invest
with care and meet the needs of clients, RisCura
has helped to bring about impactful investment
opportunities in the markets we operate in, while
steering global capital towards investments that
benefit society and the planet in the long run.
RisCura has won numerous industry awards and has
a footprint in South Africa, the United Kingdom, the
US, China, Hong Kong, Botswana, Kenya, Mauritius,
Namibia, Nigeria, Zambia and Ireland.

ONE-ON-ONE INTERVIEWS

ANNEXURE B
• Abax Investments
• Allan Gray
• ALUWANI Capital Partners
• Argon Asset Management
• Coronation Fund Managers
• Fairtree Capital
• Foord Asset Management
• Kagiso Asset Management
• Mazi Asset Management
• Mergence Investment Managers
• Ninety One
• Oasis Asset Management
• Old Mutual Investment Group
• Prudential Investment Managers
(now M&G Investments)
• Sanlam Investment Management
• STANLIB
• Visio Capital Management

For more information about its investment services
and approach, visit www.riscura.com.

Invest with care.

